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Current Affairs of the Day 
New privacy features on WhatsApp 

• WhatsApp announced new privacy features, following which users of the instant 

messaging service will now be able to leave groups silently as well as choose who can 

see them when they are online. WhatsApp will also block taking screenshots for ‘view 

once’ messages. 

• With the ‘Leave Groups Silently’ features, WhatsApp users will be able to exit a group 

privately without having to notify everyone. Now, instead of notifying the full group 

when leaving, only the admins of the group will be notified. This feature will be rolled 

out to all users this month. 

• The messaging service added that the introduction of these new features is backed by 

a new WhatsApp privacy study which found that 72% of people value being able to 

speak in an honest, unfiltered way, but more than 47% are only comfortable doing this 

in a safe, private space. 

• To spread awareness about the new features, Whatsapp will also kick off a new 

campaign to educate people, starting with the UK and India. 

 

The progressive fall in Parliament productivity 

• The monsoon session of Parliament has adjourned ahead of schedule. This follows a 

disconcerting trend of truncated sessions during the current 17th Lok Sabha: of the 

nine sessions held since the beginning of its term in 2019, only two have completed 

the outlined schedule. The rest have ended earlier than planned. 

• It’s not just the 17th Lok Sabha. In general, the Indian Parliament has been 

progressively working fewer days, even when not facing disruptions This session, the 

Lok Sabha has utilised only 47% of its scheduled time and the Rajya Sabha only 42% 

• A Parliament functioning below its optimal capacity and not fulfilling its full remit 

has other trickle-down effects, notably a decline in debates and questions taken by 

government members of Parliament (MPs), and greater use of mechanisms to make 

laws that bypass Parliament. 
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Rankings that make no sense 

• There are glaring flaws in the National Institutional Ranking Framework’s ranking of 

higher education institutions. The National Institutional Ranking Framework (NIRF)’s 

ranking of higher education institutions (HEIs), released in July, has received 

considerable flak.  

• The broad parameters on which an HEI is ranked by the NIRF are ‘teaching, learning 

and resources, ‘research and professional practice’, ‘graduation outcome’, ‘outreach 

and inclusivity, and ‘perception’. Each of them is assigned a specific weightage.  

• HEIs are ranked overall, university-wise, college-wise and also under disciplines such 

as law, medical, pharmacy, management, architecture, and engineering. To show the 

contradictions, inconsistencies, and flaws in the NIRF’s methodology, the law can be 

taken as a case in point. 

Data fudging 

• The NIRF places some private multi-discipline institutions higher than many 

prestigious national law universities (NLUs) and law departments. It is a fact that 

students often seek admission into NLUs; private universities and institutions, barring 

a few, are invariably their last choices.  

• However, the NIRF ranking shows that a private law university scored 100% in 

perception. 

• An analysis of the data submitted by some multi-discipline private universities 

participating in various disciplines under the NIRF provides evidence of data fudging.  

• Evidence suggests that some private multi-discipline universities have claimed the 

same faculty in more than one discipline. Faculty in liberal arts have been claimed as 

faculty in law too, to claim an improved faculty-student ratio FSR.  

• There are similar instances of data fudging for parameters like financial resources 

utilisation (spending on the library, academic facilities, etc.) by multi-discipline 

institutions.  

• Enormous funds have been claimed as expenditure on equipment for laboratories by 

some private multi-discipline institutions which offer law as a subject. But labs are not 

required by law.  

• Data show that research grants and consultancy charges received in other disciplines 

appear to have been claimed as those in law. Another sub-parameter where data 
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fudging by certain universities is discernible is the procurement of books for the 

library and spending on the library. 

No transparency 

• The NIRF requires the data submitted to it to be published by all the participating HEIs 

on their website so that such data can be scrutinised.  

• Some private multi-discipline universities have not granted free access to such data on 

their website; instead, they require an online form to be filled along with the details of 

the person seeking access.  

• Such non-transparency is antithetical to the ranking exercise. There is also a 

discrepancy in the data submitted to the NIRF and the data on the websites of these 

institutions. For instance, the data uploaded on the websites omit details on the 

number, name, qualification and experience of the faculty. 

• Further, the NIRF applies almost the same parameters to all the institutions across 

varied disciplines in research and professional practice. In this parameter, data on 

publications and the quality of publications is taken from the Scopus and Web of 

Science databases. While these may be suitable for medical and engineering, they are 

unsuitable for law.  

• There is a gap between the methodology employed for accreditation purposes and for 

ranking purposes. While the National Assessment and Accreditation Council give due 

weightage to publications in UGC-Care listed journals, the NIRF uses publication data 

only from Scopus and Web of Science. 

Thus, severe methodological and structural issues in the NIRF undermine the ranking 

process. The methodology must be revised in consultation with all the stakeholders. 
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MAINS 

DAWP 

Q1. There are glaring flaws in the National Institutional Ranking 

Framework’s ranking of higher education institutions. Critically 

discuss.  

MCQs 
Q1. Which of the following games in Birmingham 2022 

Commonwealth Games brought India the highest number of Gold 

medals? 

a. Wrestling 

b. Weightlifting 

c. Table tennis 

d. Badminton  

 


